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Introduction

Sponsoring this evening:

Watchfire

an IBM company

And from this point on:
OWASP cannot recommend the use of commercial products, services, or recommend specific companies.
What is OWASP?

Open Web Application Security Project

■ Non-profit, volunteer driven organization:
  ▸ All members are volunteers

■ Activities:
  ▸ Projects (~40 of them):
    ▪ Testing and Training Software: WebGoat, WebScarab
  ▸ Chapters (~80 of them)
  ▸ Conferences (6 so far), next one in San Jose in November.

■ Membership:
  ▸ Not mandatory. A contribution.
Global Security Week: Privacy in the 21st Century

17 meetings in one week

Wed 5th

Israel (16:45 / 19:30)
- "Straight from Blackhat: Dangling Pointers", Jonathan Afek, Watchfire
- "Evasive Crimeware attacks, Business drivers, and Proposed Defense", Itach Amit, Finjan
- "Content Injection as a solution for client side browser vulnerabilities", Ofer Shezaf, Breach Security (Israel chapter Leader)

London (18:30 / 21:30)
- "For my next trick... hacking Web2.0", Petko D. Petkov (pdp), GNUCITIZEN
- Panel: "Privacy in the 21st Century?", moderator: Ivan Ristic
- Panel: "Future of the OWASP London Chapter"

NYNJMetro (17:30 / 21:00)
- "Financial Real-Time Threats: Impacting Trading Floor Operations"
- "Stock fluctuation from an unrecognized influence", Justine Bone-Aitel, Immunity Security
- "Hackers...BotNets oh My! Obtain a briefing on the current BotNet investigations etc.", NYC FBI Cyber Crime Unit
- "Why today's vulnerability assessments are failing and a case for industry standardization"
- "Blackhat/Defcon", Tom Brennan (President OWASP NY/NJ Metro)
- Panel: "Global Security Week What is the current state of Privacy on Web Application Security? What should we be focusing on?"

Thu 6th

Belgium (12:30 / 19:30)
- "Getting started with WebGoat & WebScarab", Erwin Geiraert, ZION Security
- "OWASP Evaluation and Certification Criteria Draft", Mark Curphrey (OWASP founder)
- "Automated Web FOO or FUD?", David Kierznowski, GNUCITIZEN
- "OWASP Pantera Unleashed", Simon Roses Fenerling, Microsoft
- "CLASP, SDL and Touchpoints Compared", Bart De Win, DistriNet research group
- "Threats of e-insecurity in Belgium and the Belgian response", Luc Beirens, FCCU
- "For my next trick... hacking Web2.0 (pdp)", Petko D. Petkov (pdp), GNUCITIZEN

Washington DC + Northern VA (13:00 / 18:15)
- "Honeychlients and Malicious Web Servers", Kathy Wang, Mitre
- "A malware perspective on web application privacy" Blake Hartstein, iDefense
- "Practical Web Privacy with Firefox", Chuck Willis, Mandiant
- "A sneak peak at Jeff's new "Enterprise Security API", Jeff Williams, Aspect Security (OWASP board member & Chairman)
- "Digital Rights Management", James Stibbards, Cloakware

San Antonio (11:30 / 13:00)
- "Honeychilds and Malicious Web Servers", Kathy Wang, Mitre
- "A malware perspective on web application privacy" Blake Hartstein, iDefense
- "Practical Web Privacy with Firefox", Chuck Willis, Mandiant
- "A sneak peak at Jeff's new "Enterprise Security API", Jeff Williams, Aspect Security (OWASP board member & Chairman)
- "Digital Rights Management", James Stibbards, Cloakware
17:00 – 17:15 OWASP Updates

17:15 – 18:00
Straight from Blackhat: Dangling Pointers
Jonathan Afek, Senior Security Researcher, Watchfire

18:00 – 18:15 Break

18:15 – 19:00
Evasive Crimeware attacks, Business drivers, and Proposed Defense
Iftach Amit, Director Security Research, Finjan

19:00 – 19:30
Content Injection as a solution for client side browser vulnerabilities
Ofer Shezaf, OWASP IL Leader; CTO, Breach Security, Breach Security